
'Networking' today has a different meaning than it did ten years ago, and not much to 
do with cocktail parties. As local brokers, Simon Harrison Real Estate makes sure we stay 
ahead on the software front, where networking continues to be redefined, and our unique 
view on the tech 'evolution makes it proprietary to SimonTheBroker. Our sales record over 
31 years is proof positive of value added for the seller, and ultimately the buyer alike. 
It's still improving through today where seismic shifts are happening in our professional 
practice. Our systems technology currently employs a robust stack, fully populated with 
effective channels to hubs and back end data streams for lead generators, social media 
platforms, and various CRMs. Our shared industry links include feeds to hundreds of real 
estate platforms across the globe, looped in 16 languages and as many currencies. We 
are in today and tomorrows' Real Estate practice, and we are out front moving at the 
speed of business.

The growing list of colorful app structures, artificial intelligence, deep learning and predictive 
analysis continue to overwhelm the average agent, but we have it all right sized behind the 
basics. Integrity and common sense still prevail at Simon Harrison Real Estate. 30 years of 
seasoning and experience make our work efficient, and there's still no easy way around 
the hard work that's involved. Confidence, straight talk and 35,000 local miles a year 
bring in the successes, and repeat our overnight success story. For your family and to keep 
your investment profile positive, list with your best choice in real estate guides through the 
fog, and in the cloud; SimonTheBroker.com
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